Successful pathogens often benefit from certain cellular host processes. For the 10 biotrophic ascomycete fungus Blumeria graminis f.sp. hordei (Bgh) it has been shown 11 that barley RACB, a small monomeric G-protein (ROP, RHO of plants), is required for 12 full susceptibility to fungal penetration. The susceptibility function of RACB probably 13 lies in its role in cell polarisation, which may be co-opted by the pathogen for invasive 14 ingrowth of its haustorium. However, the actual mechnism of how RACB supports the 15 fungal penetration success is little understood. RIC proteins are considered scaffold 16 proteins which can interact directly with ROPs via a conserved CRIB motif. Here we 17 describe a yet uncharacterised RIC protein, RIC157, which can interact directly with 18 RACB. We could show that RIC157 undergoes a recruitment from the cytoplasm to the 19 cell periphery in the presence of activated RACB. During fungal infection, RIC157 and 20 activated RACB colocalise at the penetration site, particularly at the haustorial neck. In 21 a RACB-dependent manner, transiently overexpressed RIC157 renders barley 22 epidermal cells more susceptible to fungal penetration. We conclude that RIC157 23 promotes fungal penetration into barley epidermal cells via its function as downstream 24 executor in RACB-signaling. 25 26 93 polarisation and cytoskeleton organisation, ROPs have been also implicated in 94 membrane trafficking and auxin signaling (Yalovsky et al. 2008, Wu et al. 2011).
Introduction 27
Plants have developed a multilayer immune system to cope with the constant threat of influence the host metabolism to render the cellular environment more favourable 34 (Białas et al. 2018, Han and Kahmann 2019) . The co-evolution between microbial 35 effectors and their specific host target molecules can lead to an increase in host motif, Burbelo et al. 1995) , which is essential for the direct interaction with ROPs. The 141 CRIB domain is also present in a subset of ROP GAPs such as barley MAGAP1 142 (Schaefer et al. 2011) . In barley, the knowledge about RIC protein function is quite 143 limited. RIC171, however, has been shown to not only interact directly with RACB, but 176 RIC proteins are characterised by their low molecular weight and a lack of sequence 177 homology to any proteins in the database outside their CRIB domain (Wu et al. 2001) . 178 This conserved motif has been shown to interact directly with activated small GTPases 179 (Burbelo et al. 1995 , Aspenström 1999 turnover in yeast.
Identification of RIC proteins in barley

252
In order to investigate the in planta interaction between RACB and RIC157, we that these two RIC proteins are either essential co-ligands, redundant scaffold proteins 373 or even antagonizing members of the same signalling pathway.
374 375 RIC157 increases susceptibility towards powdery mildew 376 In this study, we concentrated on leaf-expressed RIC157 and show, that the transient 377 RIC157 overexpression leads to a strong increase in barley epidermal cell 378 susceptibility towards powdery mildew infection ( Fig. 2A) . Thus, the fungus explicitly 379 benefits from a highly abundant RIC157. The RNA interference-mediated silencing of 380 RIC157, however, did not lead to a higher resistance compared to control-treated cells 381 (Fig. 2B) . This could have different reasons. Although we have shown a significant 382 reduction of RIC157 protein levels in the presence of the RIC157 RNAi silencing 383 construct (Suppl. Fig. S2 ), it must be noted that RNAi-based silencing is never 100% 402 We have demonstrated that RIC157 can interact directly with RACB in yeast and in 403 planta (Fig. 3) . In barley epidermal cells, RIC157 showed interaction with activated be excluded from the nucleus (Fig. 4) . In the presence of activated RACB, however,
RIC157 interacts with RACB and is recruited to the cell periphery
419
RIC157 undergoes a relocalisation from the cytoplasm to the cell periphery, where the 420 interaction with the activated ROP takes place. It had been previously shown that 421 expression of activated GFP-RACB alone leads to its preferential localisation at the 422 cell periphery with a cytosolic background (Schultheiss et al. 2003) . We assume that a 
433
With regard to RACB's and RIC157's capability to support fungal infection, the 434 recruitment of RIC157 to the cell periphery becomes even more interesting. Our data 435 suggest a recruitment of RIC157 to the attempted fungal penetration site (Fig. 5) . The might prove difficult to be detected, but it needs to be emphasized that we do not 458 assume RIC157 promoting susceptibility to powdery mildew from a solely cytoplasmic 459 site. Indeed, in front of a cytoplasmic background, RIC157 is also visible at the cell 460 periphery without co-expression of CARACB(G15V), possibly reflecting partial 461 recruitment by endogenous ROPs (Fig. 4A ).
462
The domain and sequence similarity between barley RIC157 and Arabidopsis thaliana 463 RIC10 and RIC11 (Suppl. Fig. 1) does not necessarily indicate similar functions of both 464 proteins. Beside AtRIC10 and AtRIC11, for which nothing is known to date about their 465 biological function, RIC157 also shares some amino acid motif similarity with AtRIC1,
466
AtRIC3 and AtRIC7 (Suppl. Fig. 7) , for which an involvement in cytoskeleton 467 organization has previously been demonstrated. From these three Arabidopsis RIC 468 proteins, AtRIC1 appears to be an interesting candidate from which a RIC157 function 469 could be deduced. AtRIC1 has been shown to interact with ROP6 to activate the p60 The RACB RNAi construct, RACB BiFC constructs have been described previously 569 (Schultheiss et al. 2003 , Schultheiss et al. 2008 , Schnepf et al. 2018 2019 Preprint). 
